Maasto/Churning Cross Country Skiing Survey 2020-21

SurveyMonkey

Q1 During the 2020-21 winter season, how often did you cross country ski
at Maasto Hiihto/Churning Rapids?
Answered: 80

Skipped: 3

Almost every
day
A few times a
week
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week
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month
A few times
all season
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this year
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Almost every day

6.25%

5

A few times a week

20.00%

16

About once a week

21.25%

17

A few times a month

20.00%

16

A few times all season

26.25%

21

Not at all this year

6.25%

5

TOTAL

80
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Q2 Purchase of a trail pass helps to fund the costs of grooming. Which of
the following is true for you?
Answered: 83

Skipped: 0

I purchased a
season trail...
I purchased a
season trail...
I purchased a
daily pass...
I purchased a
daily pass...
I didn't know
a trail pass...
I knew a trail
pass was...
Other (please
specify)
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I purchased a season trail pass primarily for cross country skiing at Maasto/Churning

9.64%

8

I purchased a season trail pass for multiple uses and multiple locations

75.90%

63

I purchased a daily pass online

0.00%

0

I purchased a daily pass on-site (pay pipe)

7.23%

6

I didn't know a trail pass was required

0.00%

0

I knew a trail pass was required but never got around to purchasing one this year

1.20%

1

Other (please specify)

6.02%

5

TOTAL

83

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

I purchased a season trail pass for multiple locations.

3/29/2021 8:26 AM

2

I supported the Glide and Gorge fundraiser

3/24/2021 8:22 PM

3

Sometimes we bought day passes online, other times we put in the pipe. Tried to click both
but wouldn’t let me :)

3/23/2021 9:55 PM

4

We purchased a season pass for Swedetown & considered adding Maasta Hiito, but decided
against it because we are fairly new cross country skiiers and wanted to familiarize ourselves
with one set of trails first before embarking on another.

3/23/2021 12:43 PM

5

I purchase a pass for Maasto and the Tech Trails. I usually ski Maasto because my dog loves

3/23/2021 11:16 AM
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Q3 In addition to the classic groomed trails, there are ~10 miles of
groomed snowbike trails which are open to cross country skiing. Which
best describes how you incorporate the groomed snowbike trails into your
ski?
Answered: 78

Skipped: 5

I frequently
ski on the...
I only ski
short sectio...
I never ski on
the snowbike...
I thought
skiing on th...
Other (please
specify)
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I frequently ski on the snowbike trails to make my ski longer or to change up my route

5.13%

4

I only ski short sections of snowbike trails to link my route together

26.92%

21

I never ski on the snowbike trails

42.31%

33

I thought skiing on the snowbike trails was not allowed (FYI - it is allowed and encouraged)

16.67%

13

Other (please specify)

8.97%

7

TOTAL

78

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

I have not used the snowbike trails yet, but I'm very glad they are there, and am looking
forward to getting a snowbike next season.

3/26/2021 12:33 PM

2

My skis are too long for the bike trails and snowbikers should be courteous enough to avoid
biking on the groomed ski tracks.

3/26/2021 12:00 PM

3

I have no idea if I was on a bike trail or not.

3/26/2021 8:52 AM

4

I didn't think skiing on the bike trails was allowed (or at least not encouraged). On VERY cold
days I did ski on the bike trails and it was really fun. I am glad to know this isn't prohibited!

3/24/2021 3:31 PM

5

My skills are not good enough to enjoy skiing on un-tracked trails. I did use the snowbike trails
for snowshoeing though.

3/23/2021 11:27 AM

6

I'm not sure! I know I've skied and seen snowbikes too. I guess I thought that some trails were
shared?

3/23/2021 10:20 AM
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Did not know about snow bike trails
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Q4 Which of following trailheads/access points did you use?
Answered: 80

Skipped: 3

Christensen
Road
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Trailhead

Other (please
specify)
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Christensen Road

42.50%

34

Hancock Ballfield/Chalet Trailhead

66.25%

53

Tomasi Trailhead

76.25%

61

Other (please specify)

7.50%

6

Total Respondents: 80
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

I ski from a friends house that is near the trails.

3/26/2021 7:24 PM

2

Brooks Road

3/26/2021 3:32 PM

3

Brooks Road

3/23/2021 4:59 PM

4

When I go, I use the Christensen Road access

3/23/2021 11:38 AM

5

Brook’s Road

3/23/2021 10:57 AM

6

end of Campus Drive

3/23/2021 10:49 AM
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Q5 Some trail days are better than others. Considering all of your skis this
season did any of the following significantly or repeatedly diminish your
experience?
Answered: 65

Skipped: 18
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unpacked,...
Trails not
groomed earl...
Footprints
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Rutted trails
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Facilities not
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Dogs not
controlled b...
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Not enough
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Soft, unpacked, poorly groomed trails

18.46%

12

Trails not groomed early enough

13.85%

9

Footprints from walkers or runners

52.31%

34

Rutted trails from snowbike users

12.31%

8

Facilities not adequate or properly maintained (restroom, parking, etc)

0.00%

0

Dogs not controlled by their owners

15.38%

10

Poop on trails

24.62%

16

Negative interactions with other trail users

3.08%

2

Inaccurate or outdated trail reports from our Facebook page or Keweenaw Trails

7.69%

5

Not enough maps, signs, or trail markings

13.85%

9

Other (please specify)

44.62%

29

Total Respondents: 65
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Mostly we got going in the wrong direction on the "Glide-N-Gorge" because we started too early
and didn't get a map and forgot which color to follow - our fault probably but maybe a sign at
the split that identified which way was the "going out" and which way was the 'do not enter return' would have been helpful

3/27/2021 10:28 PM

2

Steep hill on dirty road/trail right at beginning end sucks. Would prefer to start and end on the
other side of it.

3/26/2021 1:21 PM

3

The trails were always great! I really appreciate how dog-friendly they are.

3/26/2021 12:33 PM

4

The only bad experience I had was my own fault when I thought part of one trail hadn't been
destroyed by the flood....I was wrong. It was a little adventure. Otherwise grooming has been
just fine.

3/26/2021 11:28 AM

5

I did not use the trails this year, but that may in part be because only skate skied this year. I
do not associate Maasto with skate skiing, but rather dog walking (dog poop), ungroomed or
multi-use trails, etc. It may not actually be the case, but that is my honest and naive
perception. From my biking experience there (which is more extensive), I'm also under the
impression that there is very poor signage and mapping. I am almost always lost while there.
That deters me from going there, as well.

3/26/2021 10:25 AM

6

Icy trails.

3/26/2021 10:00 AM

7

Walker footprints

3/26/2021 9:45 AM

8

When it is frozen and very icy I don’t like to ski down Tomasi Rd.

3/26/2021 9:10 AM

9

Tracks are set back and forth across the trail. If they were set to the side then the trails could
be dragged daily without having to set tracks as often

3/24/2021 3:35 PM

10

tracks not set in places where they should be. (more on this later)

3/24/2021 3:31 PM

11

Would prefer that grooming activities be completed by 10:30 am though I appreciate various
weather conditions of which we had many this season can made that difficult. Several times
noticed grooming was not completed until mid-afternoon this season for no obvious reason.

3/24/2021 10:34 AM

12

I marked poop on the trails - it really wasn’t *that* bad. I just wish there were more spots for
dog owners to grab a bag & trash their used bags. For the last couple of weeks there were a
few right at the Trailhead entrance That were tough to avoid. Worried about the addition of the

3/23/2021 9:55 PM
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dog park in the works. (And we are dog owners & our dog LOVES the trails!! Thank you for
being so dog friendly!)
13

Need to put tracks on one side and leave space for skate skiing

3/23/2021 7:53 PM

14

I liked it that the Ruby Marsh and Diagonal had good and consistent grooming this year. I often
wonder why tracks end when they do. With good wax you can stride almost all of the uphills
and its nice to ride tracks all the way down (Tomasi Rd would be especially nice with tracks all
the way, but that isn't the only place). It would be nice if the little loop off of the Mud Lake trail
was consistently groomed.

3/23/2021 7:44 PM

15

No complaints

3/23/2021 2:58 PM

16

There are a couple of confusing locations (such as the start of the Mud Lake trail) that need a
sign.

3/23/2021 2:56 PM

17

SNOWMOBILES

3/23/2021 1:30 PM

18

as I age, your trails get steeper!

3/23/2021 11:56 AM

19

I also found I avoid certain areas where my skills would leave me "vulnerable". For example,
the river crossing on Spring Creek. . . with the turning downhill and sharp turn at the bottom,
was something I choose to ski in an anti-clockwise direction. However, that meant having the
long fast east end of Throughofare to contend with. In the end, I just avoided that trail. . .
which is a shame, because it too is beautiful. On that note, thank you for providing both the
Mud Lake loop, AND the bypass.

3/23/2021 11:27 AM

20

Tracks picked up too much

3/23/2021 11:25 AM

21

There were a lot more walkers and runners this year. I have decided to tell walkers and runners
in a nonthreatening way that they are not permitted on the trail. If enough people did that,
maybe they would feel uncomfortable and stop doing it.

3/23/2021 11:16 AM

22

No complaints😀

3/23/2021 10:37 AM

23

I love this trail system but I have struggled with the maps and trail markings. I have gotten
turned around too many times to count. Something about how the trails are marked in
reference to the maps just does not add up.

3/23/2021 10:36 AM

24

Comment about signs is more of a concern for summer use. It’s easier to navigate/avoid side
trails when trails are groomed

3/23/2021 10:36 AM

25

Removal of tracks on moderate uphills on River trail, throughfare and other places.

3/23/2021 10:27 AM

26

Sometimes, the trails are soft, but I don't feel that is because they are poorly groomed or the
fault of any of the groomers. More related to Maasto ground dampness, etc. I've only met one
dog that was not under control and the snowbikes have never been on my classic track.
Footprints and snowshoe tracks are more of an issue at the start of trail heads, but if you get
past the first couple intersections, they are generally gone. Maasto is my VERY FAVORITE
place to ski. I love the quiet and "wilderness". I wish that the conditions would allow us to get
out there sooner, which causes us to head to Swedetown first. So thankful to have this nearby
and the great commitment of groomers and volunteers. Also glad that the snowbike folks are
able to use the trails as well, even though that sport is not in my future!

3/23/2021 10:20 AM

27

Soft tracks. Fresh set but collapsing underfoot.

3/23/2021 10:12 AM

28

All in all, really good trails. Occasionally grooming not very fresh but this is usually a function
of snow/weather conditions. I would have given 5 stars but there is a lot of good competition
for "best trails around" ;-)

3/23/2021 10:12 AM

29

There needs to be more signage, for sure. I've been on these trails for years and it has always
been a sticking point for why I don't send visitors from out of the area on this trail network. The
post holes left from walkers at the Tomasi Trailhead was very frustrating this year. Looks like
more signage was put up a few weeks ago. Keep up on that.

3/23/2021 10:10 AM
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Q6 Tell us a little more about your negative experiences, or in general,
what could be done differently to improve your experience?
Answered: 43

Skipped: 40

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

A little bit more signage would help.

3/27/2021 10:43 PM

2

In general I am hesitant to ski there because I 'assume' the trails won't be as well groomed but
I thin that is a bad assumption in general. I need to try more often to see if the trails are better
than I fear they will be. I've heard that some of the Churning Rapids trails are great when the
'main' ones are not recently groomed. It is a tough job to keep everything groomed and I
appreciate all that the groomers do! It is a 'thankless' job, probably. I need to explore more and
maybe go out with more experienced folks for those trails. Maybe a 'mentor' program with folks
who use the 'outlying' trails more often who would be willing to go with folks who aren't as
familiar and afraid of getting lost

3/27/2021 10:28 PM

3

wish we had the capability to till the surface when the snowpack gets hard and icy

3/26/2021 11:38 PM

4

Not sure what to do about people walking on the trails and leaving holes.

3/26/2021 8:28 PM

5

I don't like having to go up and down that steep ravine right at the beginning or end, and
Christtensen Road isn't often availble in winter

3/26/2021 1:21 PM

6

Even though I didn't ski there because of the above ideas, I do think there needs to be trails
for people who don't ski to walk (and bring along their furry friends). I very much apprciate the
Maasto/Churning trails and the efforts being made to maintain them and improve everyone's
experience.

3/26/2021 10:25 AM

7

Have dog poop cleared from trail and parking area- trail entry. Ice- is there a way to access
trails without having to go downhill on icy poor conditions.

3/26/2021 10:00 AM

8

Icy frozen snow from footprints deter me.

3/26/2021 9:10 AM

9

I mainly do classic and I find really hard to ski with someone else when tracks for classic
switch from one side to the other of the trail.

3/26/2021 8:17 AM

10

The main reason I don't ski at mh more is I avoid going there if there isn't new snow so I don't
have to deal with dog fallout.

3/26/2021 8:05 AM

11

Tracks set all over the trails need to be set to the side. Foot traffic out of control. Grooming
felt non existent

3/24/2021 3:35 PM

12

KEEP THE TRACKSETTER DOWN!!!! OK ... maybe not absolutely all the time, but there is
no need to lift the tracksetter so much. It is very annoying to be climbing along the river trail,
or along thoroughfare, or on Tomasi Hill, and have the tracks disappear ... then have to slog
along in the random ruts of other skiers or what-have-you. Tracks should be lifted where there
are TIGHT turns, period. Examples are: the hill on Spring Creek trail near the newer wood
bridge, the turn from Tomasi Rd. onto the Upper River Trail, and that turn on the trail that goes
from the lookout tower to Spring Creek (you know the one). Please do this! It wasn't that long
ago that track setting equipment for small classic trails couldn't be lifted, and things worked
out fine. Being able to lift the setter is a good thing in the right places, but it is WAY overdone
on the Maasto Trails. You asked what I really think ... so there. :-/

3/24/2021 3:31 PM

13

Walkers are generally good about staying off the set tracks but the volume of walkers this year
became a big problem. An issue is there tendancy to take to the middle of the trail where there
are no tracks not realizing skiers need that area to safely ski downhill turns. Otherwise earlier
grooming would be great.

3/24/2021 10:34 AM

14

It would be nice if the grooming could be done a little more quickly after snow events or
weather changes that impact the trails. Also, please report trail conditions daily on Keweenaw
Trails Reports.

3/24/2021 9:31 AM
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15

You all rock. Seriously. We had a weird winter and every trip to the trails was top notch!!!

3/23/2021 9:55 PM

16

skate skiing grooming - there's plenty of space for it.

3/23/2021 7:53 PM

17

The up ramps to the little bridge over Swedetown creek are too narrow. When there is a lot of
snow and people plant poles it pushes the snow off the ramp. The more snow there is the
narrower the snow cover on the ramps. I would be willing to help widen them this summer. Blair
Orr

3/23/2021 7:44 PM

18

only negative experience was result of weather beyond your control

3/23/2021 6:31 PM

19

Have a seperate multi-use trail for dog-walking and walkers

3/23/2021 4:59 PM

20

I think there are a good amount of people who walk their dogs on the trails without a trailpass
and also don't clean up or monitor their dogs close enough. As a fellow dog owner, this feels
very inconsiderate and gives the rest of us a bad name.

3/23/2021 2:58 PM

21

Accurately post and timely post grooming activity

3/23/2021 2:33 PM

22

There is an arrogance to those that "work for the keweenaw trails" my only interaction was with
people who volunteer/work with you

3/23/2021 1:58 PM

23

Walkers post holes in trail, kept a dog at bay with my bike until owner arrived.

3/23/2021 12:07 PM

24

Perhaps make it more obvious that hiking and running are not allowed - one thing would be to
put up signage sooner, when thaws are expected towards spring since that really brings “them”
:) out. Also mark points further from trailheads in case someone misses the signs at the
parking areas. Not to be pushy but geez, that’s not what those trails are for in winter, people!

3/23/2021 12:04 PM

25

Love the trails, and looking forward to the entire riverside trail south of Foresman to be open
again. While I LOVE the New River Trail. . . IF there is ever enough snow, AND it isn't
unreasonable, I'd enjoy having the old section through the woods tracked later in the season. It
really was a beautiful trail. . . just hard to groom, I imagine.

3/23/2021 11:27 AM

26

When it is cod and the snow is cold, tracks can be created almost everywhere. Dur fast/spring
conditions they should be picked up more. Would suggest additional spring grooming (Ginzu
only) in the evenings. Overall grooming effort was very good this year. A few improvements will
make it great!!

3/23/2021 11:25 AM

27

I snow bike the trails but usually ski elsewhere because the trail is frequently poorly tracked.
Sections with no track or the track stops on the top of many hills

3/23/2021 11:18 AM

28

I don't have a problem now, but when I started skiing Maasto the signage was not good
enough. It's a little confusing near the Tomasi end. And there are a couple intersections off the
big loop that don't have signs.

3/23/2021 11:16 AM

29

The only significant problem I have is walkers on the trails even though it is clearly signed for
NO WALKING

3/23/2021 11:07 AM

30

Maps and signage always frustrate me despite using the trails year-round. I have taken the
wrong trail at the bird platform junction so many times! Signs with trail name AND direction
(N/W/E/W or to trailhead) would be a big help! This is also true in the windier trails off
Christensen Rd trailhead.

3/23/2021 10:59 AM

31

Up to date trail grooming that’s visible on line

3/23/2021 10:58 AM

32

Allow all non motorized winter spirts. Skijor, Up to 2 dog dog sled.

3/23/2021 10:57 AM

33

Perhaps designate one specific trail for walkers? More signage indicating that walking on the
trails is not allowed.

3/23/2021 10:49 AM

34

Early season skiing is typically like that. No worries

3/23/2021 10:44 AM

35

I was surprised by how many boot prints were on the trails. I wonder if more signage would
help. I don't have any other good suggestions I'm afraid.

3/23/2021 10:44 AM

36

It seemed like the grooming reports were few an far between and with a lot of iffy warm
weather I didn’t feel confident getting over there (easier to ski close by at tech). Note - I do not
frequently classic ski anyway

3/23/2021 10:36 AM

37

PLace tracks on the moderate uphills off to side in wide sections - if people need to

3/23/2021 10:27 AM
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herringbone or snowplow they step out of tracks. Skiers who have the ability to stay in the
tracks will have a nicer experience.
38

Maasto could use more snow earlier :)

3/23/2021 10:20 AM

39

Not much to be done. I figure once I get further away from the trailhead, the footprints
diminish.

3/23/2021 10:17 AM

40

Too many walkers. Better signage about allowed trail uses and leashing dogs.

3/23/2021 10:16 AM

41

I would love a skating option somewhere in this trail system!

3/23/2021 10:11 AM

42

I used to get hounded by a particular KNSC member about if I had a trail pass, sometimes
being hounded 2-3 times in the same year. I've always owned a pass, and always will. I feel
that it wasn't a very welcoming experience to an awesome trail system.

3/23/2021 10:10 AM

43

Icy downhills with ruts are a negative for me! Maybe more grooming on frequently used trails.
Even though my favorite trails are the ones not often used and far away from trailheads.

3/22/2021 11:12 AM
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Q7 Some routes have changed due to trail closures following the Father's
Day Flood. Please share with us any feedback on the current trails which
are groomed or any other comments you wish to share about the trail
system as a whole.
Answered: 37

Skipped: 46

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

It’s a wonderful trail system. Hats off to the groomers this January to keep the trails in good
condition

3/27/2021 10:43 PM

2

Great grooming this year. Love the New River Trail and doing the a loop from Tomasi trailhead
to the cemetery and back up through the Churning Rapids trails.

3/26/2021 11:38 PM

3

the small bridge downhill from Pine Loop needs to be improved

3/26/2021 1:21 PM

4

It would be great to have the bridges fixed!

3/26/2021 12:33 PM

5

I miss taking Sisu Hill down to the creek. I avoid Quincy trail because of the noise and stench
of snowmobiles. The few times I've skied this season was from the Tomasi trailhead, where it's
convoluted getting to the creek. For these reasons, I have not skied Maasto as frequently
since the Father's Day Flood.

3/26/2021 12:00 PM

6

I would make makes and signs a priority. That is a safety issue.

3/26/2021 10:25 AM

7

Eager to have trails back along Swedetown Creek.

3/26/2021 10:00 AM

8

I like the Mud Lake route. Though miss the creek route. It was so pretty

3/26/2021 9:10 AM

9

This has been my first season skiing at Maasto

3/26/2021 8:17 AM

10

I usually avoid skiing the east trails so I don't have to cross the snowmobile trail

3/26/2021 8:05 AM

11

Concerning the flood - if the river trail could be reconstituted without so many bridges, that
would be great. That's a tall ask given the very difficult terrain and water-seeps to deal with.
The Maasto Churning system has some of most beautiful sections of trail ANYWHERE. Along
the creek in the gorge is especially nice. Other standout skiing scenery is in the fields above
Christiansen Rd. Above Portage Lake on the Mud Lake loop, and Sidewinder. It is wonderful to
have a classic-only trail system for that "old time" look and feel ... not a mile wide. I am so
grateful to all those who have taken the reins and not only kept these trails alive, but improved
them. I know it's hard to do, but if the grooming could be reliably regular, consistent, and of
high quality - we would have an ideal classic trail.

3/24/2021 3:31 PM

12

Very nice system that affords more solitude than other local trail systems. Lack of skating is
not an issue with me. The three trailheads help dispurse traffic.

3/24/2021 10:34 AM

13

The current routes are good but it would be nice to get the Sedetown gorge trails back in
operation.

3/24/2021 9:31 AM

14

need to get bridge(s) fixed

3/23/2021 7:53 PM

15

Miss skiing in the gorge but you've done a nice job with other trails

3/23/2021 4:59 PM

16

I love what we have got but really look forward to the day we can ski Sisu Hill and the whole
river gorge again!

3/23/2021 2:33 PM

17

Trails were great!! Would love to see the gorge reopen

3/23/2021 2:33 PM

18

I'm sure you know this but the loss of the River trail significant restricts access to some of the
most beautiful parts of the trail system.

3/23/2021 2:32 PM

19

I really miss the gorge trail but hopefully we’ll be back there soon. I love the Maasto trails and
your dog friendly policy is the best!!

3/23/2021 12:24 PM
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20

I'd like the river trail accessible for young skiers.

3/23/2021 12:07 PM

21

The ski trail system is fabulous. Excited to one day see the gorge trail back in place. Tried the
Churning area once but got hopelessly lost and likely my own fault as map reading is not a
skill I possess.

3/23/2021 12:04 PM

22

love the new viewing platform we hiked to last fall!

3/23/2021 11:56 AM

23

Sure would love to have the old river trail back. Prettiest trail in the Keweenaw.

3/23/2021 11:36 AM

24

As just stated, looking forward to the south of Foresman system being open again.

3/23/2021 11:27 AM

25

I love the current trails and I can't wait for the River Trail to reopen.

3/23/2021 11:16 AM

26

Very happy with the trail re-routes around Mud Lake area. A good summer option to avoid the
washed-out section near the cemetary would be great.

3/23/2021 10:59 AM

27

I truly miss the river trail that would come up disused hill!! Is there any chance that will
become available?

3/23/2021 10:58 AM

28

One mid access point, say Brook’s road. Primary owner would allow access. Todd Borke.

3/23/2021 10:57 AM

29

The groomers were awesome this year!!!

3/23/2021 10:49 AM

30

My favorite part about these trails are the 'single track' classic tracks on narrow trails.

3/23/2021 10:44 AM

31

The trails wind through some beautiful areas. Please keep them classic only.

3/23/2021 10:27 AM

32

I'm so looking forward to skiing in the gorge again! I would love to be able to hike or snowshoe
a loop from the Chalet that includes crossing the river and returning to my parking spot.

3/23/2021 10:20 AM

33

Getting out to mud lake is difficult without the connections in the gorge.

3/23/2021 10:12 AM

34

It would be nice to get a bit more of Swedetown creek opened up but I understand that might
happen soon.

3/23/2021 10:12 AM

35

I found myself not wanting to go into the gorge because of the trail reroute.

3/23/2021 10:11 AM

36

Very well done, given the circumstances.

3/23/2021 10:10 AM

37

I am grateful and feel fortunate for the use of maasto trails every time I use them.

3/22/2021 11:12 AM
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Q8 Several cross country ski events are hosted by the Keweenaw Nordic
Ski Club each winter at Maasto/Churning. Please indicate which you
participated in, and share any feedback on the events if you wish.
Answered: 49

Skipped: 34

Luminary Ski

Retro Ski

Barnelopt

Glide n Gorge

Check this box
to provide...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Luminary Ski

61.22%

30

Retro Ski

16.33%

8

Barnelopt

18.37%

9

Glide n Gorge

46.94%

23

Check this box to provide event feedback. Please specify which event(s) you are referring to.

42.86%

21

Total Respondents: 49
#

CHECK THIS BOX TO PROVIDE EVENT FEEDBACK. PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH
EVENT(S) YOU ARE REFERRING TO.

DATE

1

see above about Glide n Gorge

3/27/2021 10:28 PM

2

Hate to miss the Glide n Gorge but I had a scheduling conflict this year

3/26/2021 11:38 PM

3

I love this event

3/26/2021 7:24 PM

4

We've done all of the above in years past. This year I walked the luminary ski with young
children and my elderly parents. I love these events, and I hope to see them continue and
expand.

3/26/2021 10:25 AM

5

G g too icy.

3/26/2021 10:00 AM

6

I didn’t participate this year due to covid and a knee surgery.

3/26/2021 9:10 AM

7

Covid concerns kept me away from some things. I enjoy all of the events--just not this year.

3/26/2021 8:52 AM

8

The Glide n Gorge is a favorite event and we travel a long distance just to participate. Our

3/24/2021 8:22 PM
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granddaughters enjoyed the Barnelopt greatly (as did we watching and skiing along them)
9

Didn't do any of the above this year, but have done the Glide n Gorge on many occasions. It is
great you have the person power and interest to host these events. They all help to build
community and raise the awareness of the trails as a public resource.

3/24/2021 3:31 PM

10

All the events were well done though GNG obviously suffered due to COVID this year. The
luminary ski really "shines".

3/24/2021 10:34 AM

11

Unfortunately due to covid we were unable to attend all of your fantastic this year.

3/23/2021 9:55 PM

12

These are all a waste of time. Just get grooming done well and provide for skating.

3/23/2021 7:53 PM

13

I usually do Glide n Gorge, but not this year.

3/23/2021 7:44 PM

14

Usually several of these but not this year

3/23/2021 5:20 PM

15

The Luminary Ski and Glide N Gorge are such lovely events. We look forward to them every
year!

3/23/2021 2:33 PM

16

I normally do GnG, but thought the conditions might be too icy that day. I like to help/watch at
the Barnelopt and the Luminary is always fun too!

3/23/2021 11:56 AM

17

I hope to also enjoy the Barne and Luminary in future years. I'm also looking forward to
checking out the completed tower on the south end of the marsh near the SE corner of the
Churning Rapids property (Sunset trail?)

3/23/2021 11:27 AM

18

I didn't participate this year, but I have in the past.

3/23/2021 11:16 AM

19

I didn't participate in Retro Ski this year, but have done so in the past.

3/23/2021 10:49 AM

20

Past years, not 2021. Live the community spirit of this event. Hope to do luminary when it
better fits our schedule someday.

3/23/2021 10:36 AM

21

I normally do a few of these, but I didn't do any this year because of covid

3/23/2021 10:11 AM
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Q9 To better understand our trail user group please share any of the
following demographics about yourself (age, gender, city/state of
residence)
Answered: 64

Skipped: 19

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

31, Male, Houghton

3/29/2021 8:26 AM

2

Male, 63 years old. I live in Green Bay but have a camp in Chassell

3/27/2021 10:43 PM

3

Local resident - Ripley MI - identify as female - 67

3/27/2021 10:28 PM

4

70, female, Hancock

3/26/2021 11:38 PM

5

74, female, Hancock Township

3/26/2021 8:28 PM

6

female, 60, houghton county

3/26/2021 7:24 PM

7

56, male, hancock

3/26/2021 3:32 PM

8

58 yr. old male from Calument area. Swedetown is my "home field"

3/26/2021 1:21 PM

9

28, Male, Hancock, MI

3/26/2021 12:33 PM

10

45, female, Hancock Township

3/26/2021 12:00 PM

11

Female, Houghton, 30-60yrs old

3/26/2021 11:28 AM

12

41, female/mom-of-young-skiers, from houghton, prefer skate skiing, occasionally do some
classic

3/26/2021 10:25 AM

13

54, male, Calumet township

3/26/2021 9:45 AM

14

73 female Houghton

3/26/2021 9:10 AM

15

60, female, Tamarack

3/26/2021 8:52 AM

16

34, female, Houghton

3/26/2021 8:17 AM

17

Calumet

3/26/2021 8:05 AM

18

65, F, Crystal Falls, MI

3/24/2021 8:22 PM

19

Hancock 52

3/24/2021 3:35 PM

20

65+ year old male codger. Hancock resident.

3/24/2021 10:34 AM

21

68, male, retired, Hancock Township resident

3/24/2021 9:31 AM

22

age 50's from Howards Grove, WI but have a cabin on Otter Lake

3/24/2021 9:22 AM

23

39, female, west Hancock. Husband is 62 yrs old, daughter 10 yrs old.

3/23/2021 9:55 PM

24

67 M Hancock

3/23/2021 7:44 PM

25

45, Female

3/23/2021 6:40 PM

26

69 yo, Male, Chassell

3/23/2021 6:31 PM

27

59, dollar bay

3/23/2021 5:20 PM

28

f, Hancock

3/23/2021 4:59 PM

29

68 yrs, male, Chassell

3/23/2021 4:29 PM

30

40, male, Hancock and 37, female, Hancock

3/23/2021 2:58 PM
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31

Local male 71

3/23/2021 2:58 PM

32

M 65, Dollar Bay

3/23/2021 2:56 PM

33

37, female, Hancock

3/23/2021 2:33 PM

34

66 year old male

3/23/2021 2:33 PM

35

50yrs old, Houghton

3/23/2021 2:32 PM

36

local

3/23/2021 1:58 PM

37

53 year old female living in Laurium

3/23/2021 12:43 PM

38

62 yo/ F/ Hancock/ dog owner

3/23/2021 12:24 PM

39

60+ retired active Grandpa.

3/23/2021 12:07 PM

40

47 female Hancock

3/23/2021 12:04 PM

41

60s, F, Houghton

3/23/2021 11:56 AM

42

73, male, Calumet

3/23/2021 11:36 AM

43

50, male, Houghton

3/23/2021 11:27 AM

44

Male, 54, Hancock Mi

3/23/2021 11:25 AM

45

68, female, Houghton

3/23/2021 11:16 AM

46

50's Female from Hancock Michigan

3/23/2021 11:07 AM

47

38, man, Houghton

3/23/2021 10:59 AM

48

57, female Hancock

3/23/2021 10:58 AM

49

70 yrs. old, ski/hike

3/23/2021 10:57 AM

50

44, male, Hancock residence

3/23/2021 10:49 AM

51

30s, male, hancock

3/23/2021 10:44 AM

52

47 male Houghton

3/23/2021 10:44 AM

53

46, female, Houghton

3/23/2021 10:36 AM

54

Houghton, 36, female

3/23/2021 10:36 AM

55

59, femaile, Houghton MI

3/23/2021 10:27 AM

56

60's, female, houghton

3/23/2021 10:20 AM

57

39, female, Hancock

3/23/2021 10:16 AM

58

54, Male, Hancock, MI

3/23/2021 10:12 AM

59

70 yo male Houghton

3/23/2021 10:12 AM

60

Male, 38, Houghton

3/23/2021 10:11 AM

61

30s, male, houghton

3/23/2021 10:10 AM

62

Age 52, male, Hancock

3/23/2021 10:10 AM

63

60 female Hancock new resident

3/22/2021 11:12 AM

64

>70, male, Houghton

3/15/2021 10:03 PM
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Q10 What is your overall rating of the Maasto Hiihto Churning Rapids ski
trails?
Answered: 82

Skipped: 1

1 STAR - No
fun

2 STARS - Okay

3 STARS - Good

4 STARS Excellent
5 STARS - The
best cross...
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ANSWER CHOICES
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1 STAR - No fun

1.22%

1

2 STARS - Okay

6.10%

5

3 STARS - Good

25.61%

21

4 STARS - Excellent

52.44%

43

5 STARS - The best cross country ski trails around!

14.63%

12

TOTAL

82
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